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An Efficient Fan Drive System Based on a Novel
Hydraulic Transmission

1

2

Feng Wang and Kim A. Stelson3

Abstract—An efficient fan drive system based on a novel4
pressure-controlled hydraulic transmission (PCT) is studied in this5
paper. The new transmission uses a double-acting vane pump with6
a floating ring. By coupling the floating ring to an output shaft,7
the vane pump becomes a hydraulic transmission. The new trans-8
mission combines pumping and motoring functions in one unit,9
making it much simpler than conventional hydrostatic transmis-10
sion (HST). By controlling the pressure in the PCT, the output shaft11
torque and speed can be adjusted. In this paper, the fundamental12
principle of the new transmission is studied, with the focus on how13
the output shaft torque is influenced by the control pressure. To14
demonstrate its advantage, the new transmission is applied to a fan15
drive system, and the transmission efficiency is compared to a HST.16
Experimental results show that the input power of the fan drive17
system with the PCT is lower than that with an HST. By feeding18
the control flow to a hydraulic motor coupled to the output shaft19
of the PCT, a pressure-controlled hydromechanical transmission is20
constituted and the test result shows higher transmission efficiency21
than a PCT.22

Index Terms—Construction machinery, cooling fan system, hy-23
drostatic fan drive, hydrostatic transmission (HST), pressure-24
controlled hydraulic transmission (PCT).25

I. INTRODUCTION26

I T is desired to reduce the fuel consumed by off-road equip-27

ment for construction, agriculture, and forestry. Most of these28

machines are powered by diesel engines due to high power and29

torque demands. Mobile equipment manufacturers are required30

to meet Tier 4 engine emissions regulations, calling for 50–90%31

reduction in particulate matter emission and up to 90% reduction32

in emissions of oxides of nitrogen [1].33

Mobile equipment manufacturers are going through a series34

of innovations as the emission regulations demand cleaner and35

cleaner exhaust. Some technologies such as exhaust gas recir-36

culation and selective catalytic reduction help to meet these37

requirements but increase engine cooling requirements [2]. Un-38

der normal conditions, approximately 30% of the engine power39

is converted to mechanical power with the rest becoming heat.40

Of the energy converted to heat, 35% to 45% is lost directly41

to the atmosphere. The remaining must be rejected by a cool-42

ing fan system [3], [4]. Improving fan drive efficiency makes a43
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significant contribution to machine efficiency [5]–[7]. An ef- 44

ficient engine requires both precise temperature control and a 45

more efficient fan drive. 46

There are different types of fan drives in the market today: 47

mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic fan drives. Direct engine 48

drive, pulley and belt drive, and clutch drive are types of me- 49

chanical drives. Electrical drives use an electric motor to drive 50

the fan. Hydraulic fan drives, including viscous and hydrostatic 51

drives, use fluid to transfer power or torque. The former uses 52

viscous drag of the fluid to transfer the torque, while the latter 53

uses fluid pressure. 54

Fan drives have traditionally been mechanical, using pulleys 55

and a belt between the engine and the fan. The drive ratio is 56

selected to provide adequate cooling within the engine speed 57

range. Because of its simple but crude control, mechanical fan 58

systems usually overcool to ensure adequate cooling at maxi- 59

mum heat rejection. In mechanical fan systems, the fan speed 60

does not respond to engine coolant temperature directly, severely 61

limiting the cooling accuracy and efficiency [8]. Theoretically, 62

fan power is proportional to the cube of the fan speed. By re- 63

ducing the fan speed by 10%, the fan power can be reduced by 64

27% [9]. 65

A more efficient way to control the fan is to adjust the fan 66

speed proportional to the cooling requirement and, indepen- 67

dently, of the engine speed. This provides adequate cooling at 68

all conditions, while minimizing fan speed to avoid excessive 69

fan power consumption [10]–[12]. Electric and hydraulic drives 70

have variable fan speed. Electric and viscous drives are mainly 71

used for low- or medium-power applications. For heavy duty off- 72

road vehicles, a temperature-activated electronically-controlled 73

hydrostatic fan drive offers a practical solution, where the fan 74

speed can be precisely modulated to cooling requirements under 75

widely varying operating conditions [13]. 76

There are also some other advantages of the hydrostatic 77

fan drive. Smooth modulation avoids large fan speed accelera- 78

tion, sudden changes in noise, and excessive shock loading to 79

the system. If properly sized, the fan normally operates at 80

medium speed, giving a low-noise level. By properly routing 81

the hydraulic lines, the hydrostatic fan drive can be located in 82

any desired position. The ability to reverse the fan rotation is 83

especially beneficial for agricultural applications, since it can 84

clean the cooling fan and improve the cooling efficiency. 85

Hydrostatic fan drives occur in different forms. A simple 86

and cost-effective form is to use a fixed displacement pump to 87

drive a fixed displacement motor and use a pressure relief valve 88

across the motor to control the fan speed. According to the fan 89

power law, the fan shaft torque is proportional to the square 90

of the fan speed. The fan speed is determined by the motor 91
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differential pressure set by the pressure relief valve. The pump92

is sized to meet the flow demand at the maximum fan speed.93

For lower fan speeds, the excess flow is bypassed through relief94

valve, resulting in severe losses [14]. A more efficient solution95

is to use a pressure-compensated variable displacement pump96

to drive a fixed displacement motor. The pump only needs to97

provide the amount of flow needed by the fan and there is no98

bypass relief valve in the system [15], [16]. This is efficient99

since the pump automatically adapts to the flow requirement by100

adjusting its displacement.101

Although the hydrostatic fan drive has been proven to be an102

efficient solution for heavy duty machines, the hydrostatic drive103

itself is still inefficient due to the pump and motor inefficiencies.104

The pump efficiency drops considerably at partial displacement,105

a normal condition when the fan runs at moderate speed. Line106

losses and additional charge power for a closed circuit further107

lowers the overall efficiency of the hydrostatic drive. Moreover,108

the initial cost of this drive is relatively high due to the costly109

variable displacement pump.110

In this paper, a more efficient and cost-effective fan drive111

based on a novel hydraulic transmission is introduced. The new112

transmission uses a double-acting vane pump with a floating113

ring. By coupling the floating ring to an output shaft, the vane114

pump becomes a hydraulic transmission [17]. The new trans-115

mission combines the pumping and motoring functions in one116

unit, eliminating the parasitic and line losses, and making the117

whole unit more compact and efficient. Unlike a conventional118

hydrostatic transmission (HST), where the transmission ratio119

is adjusted by changing the displacement of either the pump,120

motor, or both, the ratio of this new transmission is adjusted121

by controlling the pressure, making it a pressure-controlled hy-122

draulic transmission (PCT). In this paper, the principle and the123

steady-state characteristics of the PCT are studied. The trans-124

mission efficiency of the PCT is compared with a conventional125

HST in a fan drive system.126

II. PRESSURE-CONTROLLED HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION127

A. Overview128

The schematic of the PCT and its hydraulic symbol are shown129

in Fig. 1. The hydraulic symbol is newly proposed to reflect the130

fact that it has a floating ring. The design is based on a double-131

acting vane pump since it has a balanced design and, therefore, a132

longer lifetime and quieter operation than a gear or piston pump133

[18]. The rotor with the vanes is coupled to the input shaft, and134

the floating ring is coupled to the output shaft. As it is based on135

a double-acting vane pump, the PCT intakes and discharges oil136

twice in one shaft revolution.137

The new transmission combines both the pumping and mo-138

toring function in one single unit, making it function like a139

conventional HST. The pumping unit, consisting of the input140

shaft, rotor/vane assembly, and the floating ring, is the same141

as a conventional vane pump except for the floating ring. The142

motoring unit consists of the floating ring and the output shaft143

coupled to it. The fluid pressure inside the PCT acts on the pump-144

ing and motoring unit simultaneously, thus transfers the power.145

Compared to a conventional HST, the PCT reduces the parasitic146

Fig. 1. Schematic of PCT and its hydraulic symbol. (a) Structure. (b) Hy-
draulic symbol.

losses in the pump and motor and eliminates the line losses in 147

between, making the unit simpler and more efficient. 148

Unlike a conventional HST where the transmission ratio can 149

be adjusted by changing the displacement of the pump, the 150

motor, or both, the ratio of the PCT is adjusted by changing the 151

pressure at the control port. By changing the control pressure, 152

the output shaft torque and speed can be adjusted. The pressure 153

control in this new transmission achieves the same function 154

as the displacement control in a conventional HST but with a 155

simpler structure. 156

B. Flow Characteristic 157

The control flow at the control port Qc is determined by the 158

relative rotary speed between the input and output shaft 159

Qc = (ωp − ωm )Dpm ηv (1)

where ωp and ωm are the input and output shaft speeds, Dpm 160

is the displacement of the PCT, ηv = f(pc , ωp − ωm ) is the 161

volumetric efficiency of the transmission, which is pressure and 162

relative speed dependent, and pc is the control pressure at the 163

control port. The control pressure is normally regulated by a 164

pilot or remotely controlled relief valve. 165

With a relief valve set at the control port, the PCT always 166

discharges oil to the control port and never absorbs oil from the 167

control port since the relief valve is a power consumer instead 168

of a power source. This indicates that the control flow shown 169

in Fig. 1 is always positive. This comes to the conclusion that 170

with a passive pressure control such as relief valve pressure 171

control, the output shaft never turns faster than the input shaft 172

(ωp ≥ ωm ) according to (1). 173

In an extreme condition when the control port is plugged and 174

the control flow is zero, the input and output shafts have the 175

same rotary speeds according to (1). This turns the PCT to a 176
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Fig. 2. Hydraulic torque acting on the floating ring in the PCT.

direct drive, where the trapped fluid between the rotor and the177

ring is pressurized, efficiently transferring the torque between178

the input and output shafts. This is an attractive feature of the179

PCT, a feature that is absent from an HST.180

Similar to an induction motor, a slip is defined between the181

input and output rotary speed182

spm =
ωp − ωm

ωp
. (2)

C. Output Shaft Torque Analysis183

The PCT controls the output shaft torque by controlling the184

pressure at the control port. There are two driving torques on185

the PCT output shaft: hydraulic torque and viscous torque.186

1) Hydraulic Torque: In a double-acting vane pump, the rotor187

contour and the ring outer contour are concentric. The ring188

inner contour is not circular and consists of several arcs. As the189

rotor turns, the vanes are forced to turn and the vane tips follow190

the ring inner contour either by centrifugal force, spring force,191

or pressure force on the vane bottom. The ring inner contour is192

designed so that the pump intakes and discharges oil twice per193

rotor revolution. There are two inlet chambers and two outlet194

chambers in a double-acting vane pump. These chambers are195

symmetric. The fluid pressure in the outlet chambers acts on the196

floating ring and generates the hydraulic torque. The schematic197

of the hydraulic torque acting on the floating ring is illustrated198

in Fig. 2.199

In this analysis, it is assumed that the rotor turns clockwise. In200

Fig. 2, the two blue kidneys show inlet chamber areas, and the201

two red kidneys show outlet chamber areas. The inlet chambers202

are vented to tank with zero pressure, and the outlet chambers203

are vented to the control port shown in Fig. 1. The fluid pressure204

in the outlet chambers rotates the floating ring. Taking the outlet205

chamber in the fourth quadrant for instance, the hydraulic force206

acting on the ring is decomposed into horizontal and vertical207

components Fh and Fv208

Fh = pcAh (3)

Fv = pcAv (4)

where Ahand Av are the horizontal and vertical projected areas. 209

The horizontal and vertical components of the hydraulic force 210

act on the center of their projected areas as the pressure is 211

evenly distributed on the projected area. The horizontal hy- 212

draulic force generates anticlockwise torque, while the vertical 213

hydraulic force generates clockwise torque. 214

Since the two inlet chambers and two outlet chambers are 215

symmetric, the same force analysis applies to the second quad- 216

rant (Fh = F ′
h , Fv = F ′

v ). Therefore, the hydraulic torque gen- 217

erated by these hydraulic forces Th is 218

Th = 2 (Fvdv − Fhdh) = 2pc (Avdv − Ahdh) (5)

where dh and dv are the moment arms of the horizontal and 219

vertical forces. 220

Since the PCT design is based on a conventional double- 221

acting vane pump except that it has a rotating ring, the hydraulic 222

torque analysis on the rotating ring is essentially the same as that 223

in a vane pump. The ring inner contour consists of several curves 224

with the long axis greater than the minor axis. The clockwise 225

and counterclockwise torques cannot be cancelled and, thus, the 226

hydraulic torque is generated. 227

The projected areas (Ah and Av ) and force moment arms 228

(dh and dv ) are not only determined by the ring inner con- 229

tour, but also determined by the size and position of the inlet 230

chamber kidney slot and, therefore, is case dependent. Differ- 231

ent vane pump manufacturers may have different pump designs. 232

Instead of giving a case study, the hydraulic torque analysis in 233

this section intends to give a general description on how the 234

hydraulic torque is generated in the PCT. Based on the design of 235

the double-acting vane pump, it yields to Avdv > Ahdh . This 236

means the generated hydraulic torque has the same direction as 237

the rotor speed. 238

According to (5), the hydraulic torque generated by the fluid 239

pressure is proportional to the control pressure. The fluid pres- 240

sure also acts on the rotor/vane assembly, generating a reaction 241

torque on the input shaft. The hydraulic torque on the floating 242

ring and the reaction torque on the input shaft are equal since 243

they are action–reaction pairs. 244

Based on (5), the geometry displacement of the PCT is 245

Dpm =
Th

pc
= 2 (Avdv − Ahdh) . (6)

This displacement is the theoretical displacement of the PCT 246

and is geometry dependent. 247

2) Viscous Torque: Another torque that drives the floating 248

ring is the viscous torque as illustrated in Fig. 3. There is an 249

oil film along the ring inner surface as shown with the orange 250

curve in Fig. 3(a). The two boundary layers of the oil film are 251

driven by the ring inner surface and the vane tips, respectively. 252

Due to the rotary speed difference between the rotor and the 253

floating ring, there is relative speed between two layers. This is 254

similar to the oil film between two parallel surfaces with relative 255

motion. 256

Fig. 3(b) shows the oil film, where the upper layer has a speed 257

of U and the bottom layer is stationary. The oil film has zero 258
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Fig. 3. Viscous torque acting on the floating ring in the PCT. (a) Oil film on the
ring inner contour. (b) Oil-film velocity profile between two parallel surfaces.

pressure on the left and the pressure of p on the right. The oil259

velocity profile shown with arrow is the result of both the shear260

flow and the pressure flow. The shear flow is caused by the261

relative motion between two layers and the pressure flow is due262

to the pressure difference on two sides [19]–[21].263

The velocity of the fluid in the current coordinate u is264

u =
U

h
y +

1
2μ

∂p

∂x
(y2 − yh) (7)

where U is the velocity of the upper layer, h is the thickness265

of the oil film, x and y are the coordinates in the oil film, μ is266

the oil viscosity, and ∂p
∂x = p

L is the pressure gradient along the267

x-axis.268

The first term on the right of (7) is the velocity caused by the269

shear flow, and the second term is the velocity caused by the270

pressure flow.271

According to Newton’s law of viscosity, the shear stress on272

the upper layer τh is273

τh = μ
du

dy
|y=h = μ

U

h
+

ph

2L
. (8)

The viscous force acting on the upper layer Fv is274

Fv = τhLb = μ
Lb

h
U +

hb

2
p. (9)

There are two terms on the right of (9). The first term is the275

viscous force due to the relative motion between two layers. The276

Fig. 4. PCT and its equivalent HST. (a) PCT. (b) Equivalent HST.

second term is the viscous force caused by the pressure gradient 277

within the oil film. 278

For the oil film regions in the inlet or outlet chamber, there are 279

no pressure gradients within the oil films, and the viscous forces 280

are caused only by the relative motion between the two layers. 281

The oil film regions between the inlet and outlet chambers are 282

transition regions. There are pressure gradients in these regions, 283

either from high to low pressure or from low to high pressure 284

[22]. The viscous forces in these regions are caused by both 285

the relative motion between the two layers and the pressure 286

gradients. 287

The viscous forces caused by the relative motion of the two 288

layers in the oil film are equal and opposite. For the layer with a 289

higher speed, the viscous force slows it down. For the layer with 290

a lower speed, the viscous force speeds it up. Since the rotor 291

speed is always higher than the ring speed, the viscous force 292

acts as a drag force on the rotor and a drive force on the ring. 293

This is the essential reason why the PCT is more efficient than 294

a conventional HST. 295

Due to the complexity of the ring inner contour and the pres- 296

sure distribution along the ring inner surface, it is difficult to 297

calculate the viscous torque from the viscous stress distribution 298

along the ring inner surface. To accurately determine the viscous 299

torque on the floating ring, a 3-D CFD model taking mechanical 300

and fluid domains simulation into considerations is required. 301

Similar to the pressure induced torque, this viscous torque be- 302

tween the rotor and the floating ring acts as a load torque on the 303

input shaft and a driving torque on the output shaft. 304

D. Transmission Efficiency 305

The PCT and its equivalent HST are shown in Fig. 4. In the 306

PCT, the pumping and motoring functions are achieved in one 307

unit. In its equivalent HST, the pumping and motoring func- 308

tions are achieved in two separate units—pump and motor. The 309

equivalent HST differs from a conventional HST in that it has 310

a control port to adjust the transmission ratio. As shown in the 311

figure, a fixed displacement pump with a control port achieves 312

the same variable function as a variable displacement pump 313

in a conventional HST. In the same way, a fixed displacement 314
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motor with a control port achieves the same variable function as315

a variable displacement motor in a convention HST. In a conven-316

tional variable pump or motor, the variable function is achieved317

by mechanical design, while in the equivalent variable unit, the318

variable function is achieved by the pressure control. The fixed319

displacement pump and motor have the same displacements as320

the PCT (Dpm ).321

To show the advantage of the PCT, the drive efficiencies of the322

two transmissions are compared. In the analysis, the two trans-323

missions have the same output torque and speed (Tm , ωm ). The324

two transmissions are controlled so that they have the same in-325

put speed (ωp ) but different input torque. The drive efficiencies326

are compared though the different input torques.327

The control flow in the PCT Qc is328

Qc = (ωp − ωm ) Dpm − Qlpm (10)

where Qlpm is the leakage in the PCT.329

In the equivalent HST, the control flow Qce is330

Qce = Qpe − Qme = (ωp − ωm ) Dpm − (Qlp + Qlm ) (11)

where Qlp and Qlm are the pump and motor leakage in the331

equivalent HST.332

Since the PCT combines both the pumping and motoring333

function in one unit, it is reasonable to assume that its leakage is334

smaller than the sum of the pump and motor leakage (Qlpm <335

Qlp + Qlm ). Based on (10) and (11), the control flow in the336

PCT is larger than its equivalent HST (Qc > Qce ).337

In the PCT, the input shaft torque is338

Tp = pcDpm + Tυ + Tf p . (12)

There are three terms on the right of (12). The first term is the339

hydraulic torque caused by the control pressure. The second340

term Tυ is the viscous torque acting on the rotor. The third term341

Tf p is the friction torque in the pumping unit, mainly the bearing342

friction torque [23].343

The hydraulic torque and the viscous torque drive the output344

shaft. The output shaft torque of the PCT Tm is345

Tm = pcDpm + Tυ − Tf m (13)

where Tf m is the friction torque in the motoring unit, mainly346

the bearing friction torque.347

Combining (12) and (13)348

Tp = Tm + (Tf p + Tf m ). (14)

It is shown from (14) that the differences between input and349

output shaft torques are only the bearing friction torques.350

In the equivalent HST, the input shaft torque Tpe is351

Tpe = pceDpm + Tυp + Tf pe (15)

where pce is the control pressure in the equivalent HST, Tυp is352

the viscous torque in the pump, and Tf pe is the friction torque353

in the pump, mainly the bearing friction torque.354

The output shaft torque in the equivalent HST Tm is355

Tm = pceDpm − Tυm − Tf me (16)

where Tυm is the viscous torque in the motor, and Tf me is the356

friction torque in the motor, mainly the bearing friction torque.357

Combining (15) and (16) 358

Tpe = Tm + (Tυp + Tυm ) + (Tf pe + Tf me). (17)

Since the friction torques in the pump and motor Tf pe and 359

Tf me are mainly the bearing friction torques, it is reasonable to 360

assume that the bearing friction torques are the same in the two 361

transmissions (Tf p = Tf pe and Tf m = Tf me ). 362

Comparing (14) and (17) 363

Tp < Tpe . (18)

In the analysis, the two transmissions have the same output 364

torque and speed. The two transmissions are controlled so that 365

they have the same input speed but different input torque. Equa- 366

tion (18) shows that the input torque of the PCT is lower than its 367

equivalent HST. This indicates that the PCT has higher drive ef- 368

ficiency than its equivalent HST. It is shown from (14) and (17) 369

that the input shaft torque difference between the two transmis- 370

sions comes from the viscous torque in the pump and motor in 371

the HST (Tυp + Tυm ). In the PCT, the viscous torques in the 372

pumping and motoring unit are internal torques. In the equiva- 373

lent HST, the viscous torque in the pump is not transmitted to 374

the motor [24]. Instead the power from this torque is dissipated 375

as heat. This torque does not do useful work since the pump and 376

motor cases are stationary. 377

Some studies have been conducted on conventional double- 378

acting vane pumps. A theoretical analysis on the mechanical 379

efficiency of a double-acting vane pump is presented in [25]– 380

[27], with the focus on the friction torque reduction through 381

both the parameter design and the structure optimization. Cho 382

et al. [28] investigated the lubrication mode of the line contacts 383

between the vane tips and the cam ring in a balanced vane pump. 384

Karmel [29], [30] presented an analysis of the force and torque 385

applied to the cam ring, shaft, and the vanes in a single-acting 386

variable displacement vane pump. Although these studies are 387

based on conventional vane pumps, the friction and torque anal- 388

ysis between the vane tips and the cam ring gives a good under- 389

standing on how the PCT works. 390

III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 391

To demonstrate its advantage, the prototype of the new trans- 392

mission is built and tested in a fan drive system. The PCT is 393

built or modified from a commercial double-acting vane pump 394

with the displacement of 68 cm3/rev. Except for the rotating Q1395

ring assembly, the basic structure of the PCT is the same as 396

the commercial vane pump. The drive efficiency of the PCT 397

is compared with a conventional HST consisting of a variable 398

displacement pump and a fixed displacement motor. To conduct 399

a fair comparison, the pump and motor used in the conventional 400

HST test are also vane types. A 40 cm3/rev variable displace- 401

ment vane pump and a 32 cm3/rev variable displacement motor 402

held at maximum displacement are used in the HST test. The 403

experimental study is conducted in two steps: 1) use a variable 404

frequency drive (VFD) electric motor to drive a fan and mea- 405

sure the VFD power draws at different fan speeds; 2) set the 406

PCT and the conventional HST between the VFD motor and the 407

fan, respectively, and, then, compare the VFD power draws with 408
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Fig. 5. Direct fan drive using a VFD motor.

Fig. 6. VFD power draw at the different fan speeds—Direct drive.

the two transmissions. The first step is the baseline test and the409

second is the comparison test.410

A. Baseline Test411

The schematic of the baseline test is shown in Fig. 5. It uses a412

VFD electric motor to drive a 30′′ plastic fan directly. This 30′′413

plastic fan is the cooling fan for the Mack MP8 470 hp diesel414

engine.415

The rated power of the electric motor is 15 kW. The VFD416

power draw is the electric power to the motor and can be read417

from the VFD controller. The baseline test is to get the VFD418

power draw at the different fan speeds. The VFD power draws419

at the different fan speeds are shown in Fig. 6.420

B. Comparison Test421

To conduct a fair comparison, the two fan drive systems422

have the same fan speed (output speed) and VFD speed (input423

speed). Since the fan shaft torque is proportional to the square424

of the fan speed according to the fan law, the output torques425

of the two systems are also the same. The efficiency discrep-426

ancy between the two transmissions is therefore reflected by the427

different input torque or power to the system. This is the same428

condition set in the transmission efficiency analysis section.429

The fan drive comparison tests with two transmissions are430

shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows the test with an HST consisting431

of a variable displacement pump and a fixed displacement motor,432

Fig. 7(b) shows the test with the PCT, where the pressure is433

controlled by a pressure relief valve.434

Fig. 7. Fan drive comparison tests with PCT and conventional HST (same fan
speeds and VFD speeds). (a) Fan drive with HST. (b) Fan drive with PCT.

TABLE I
FAN DRIVE COMPARISONS WITH DIFFERENT TRANSMISSIONS

VFD power draw (kW)

VFD speed
(r/min)

Fan speed
(r/min)

HST
(baseline)

PCT HST
minus
PCT

PHMT HST
minus
PHMT

1400 900 4.8 4.4 0.4 4.4 0.4
1400 1000 6.2 5.0 1.2 4.8 1.4
1400 1100 7.4 5.9 1.5 5.8 1.6
1400 1200 8.9 7.2 1.7 7.0 1.9
1400 1300 10.8 8.6 2.2 8.3 2.5

The VFD power draw comparisons with two transmissions 435

are shown in Table I. The input speeds (VFD speed) of the two 436

systems are set constant at 1400 r/min. In the system with HST, 437

the fan speed is adjusted by controlling the pump displacement. 438

The fan speed is adjusted by controlling the pressure in the 439

system with PCT. Results show that the VFD power draw with 440

PCT is lower than that with HST at different fan speeds, which 441

is consistent with the analysis results. 442
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Fig. 8. VFD power draws with PCT and HST at different fan speeds.

It is also shown in Table I that the VFD power draw saving443

(in kilowatt) with PCT (from HST baseline) increases with the444

fan speed. As the fan speed increases, the differential speed be-445

tween input and output shaft in the PCT decreases, since the446

VFD speed is constant. This results in a reduced control flow in447

the PCT. Although the fan shaft torque or control pressure in-448

creases with the fan speed, the reduced control flow enlarges the449

energy saving benefit in the PCT as the fan speed increases. The450

VFD power draws with PCT and HST at different fan speeds451

are shown in Fig. 8.452

It is important to determine the PCT displacement correctly in453

the fan drive system. The fan power is proportional to the cube of454

the fan speed and the fan shaft torque is proportional to the455

square of the fan speed. The maximum fan shaft torque is at the456

maximum fan speed. The PCT displacement is determined by457

the maximum fan shaft torque and the PCT operating pressure.458

To make the PCT more efficient in the fan drive system,459

the hydraulic power at the control port is harvested and fed460

into a hydraulic motor coupled to the output shaft of the PCT.461

This turns the PCT to a pressure-controlled hydromechanical462

transmission (PHMT). The fan drive test with the PHMT is463

shown in Fig. 9.464

The fan drive test with the PHMT is set the same as the HST465

and PCT tests, where the VFD speed keeps constant. In the466

PHMT test, the same 68 cm3/rev PCT and the same motor used467

in the HST test but with variable displacement are used. The468

VFD power draw with the PHMT is compared with the results469

with the HST and the PCT in Table I. It is shown that the VFD470

power draw with the PHMT is lower than that with PCT but the471

difference is small. The VFD power draws with the PHMT and472

the PCT at different fan speeds are compared in Fig. 10. The473

small VFD power draw difference in the figure may come from474

either low PCT output flow, motor inefficiency, or a combination475

of the two.476

IV. CONCLUSION477

An efficient fan drive system based on a novel PCT is intro-478

duced in this paper. The new transmission combines pumping479

and motoring functions in one unit, making it simpler than a480

conventional HST. Unlike a conventional HST, the transmission481

ratio of a PCT is adjusted by controlling the pressure. The control482

Fig. 9. Fan drive test with PHMT.

Fig. 10. VFD power draws with PHMT and PCT at different fan speeds.

flow is determined by the differential speed between the input 483

and output shaft. 484

There are two driving torques acting on the output shaft of the 485

PCT, the hydraulic torque and the viscous torque. The hydraulic 486

torque is the pressure induced torque, which is the product of the 487

control pressure and the PCT displacement. In a conventional 488

vane pump or motor, the viscous torque power turns into heat 489

since the ring is stationary. In the PCT, the viscous torque is 490

transmitted through the floating ring to the output shaft, thus 491

increasing the efficiency. This is the essential reason why the 492

PCT is more efficient than a conventional HST. 493

The PCT is applied to a fan drive system, and the transmission 494

efficiency is compared to a conventional HST consisting of a 495

variable displacement pump and a fixed displacement motor. 496

Experimental results show that the input power with the PCT is 497

lower than that with an HST given the same input speed and fan 498

speed. 499

To make the PCT more efficient in the fan drive system, the 500

hydraulic power at the control port can be harvested and fed 501

into a hydraulic motor coupled to the output shaft of the PCT. 502
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This turns the PCT into a PHMT and experimental result shows503

higher transmission efficiency than a PCT.504
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QUERIES 631

Q1. Author: “cc/rev” has been changed to “cm3/rev” here and elsewhere in the text. Please check. 632

Q2. Author: Please verify Refs. [1] and [19] as set. 633




